
 

  



 

 

 

The two oldest schools in the country and only 5 km apart! It is a really 

healthy rivalry that we have and respectful on both sides. This said, we 

are very pleased with how the fixtures went. We had our best set of 

results against Wynberg last Friday in memory. Congratulations to the 

players, coaches and managers, and supporters! 

P13, W11, L2 GF 40 GA 9 

 

 

 

 



GAME CHANGER CUP 

The winner of the Game Changer Cup for game week 10/11  

June is Josh Opperman. Josh controlled the game against 

Wynberg U19A team who won 3-0. Well played Josh!  

 

 



SACS OBs in the RSA U21 Squad 

Many congratulations to Nathan Ansell (2000) (SACS U16D coach) and 

Gianluca Virissimo (2021) on their selection for the South African Men’s’ 

U21 squad.  

This is a brilliant achievement and one that we are really proud of. Well 

done! The selection of Nathan is so pleasing because his chance of U18 

RSA representation was taken from him because of COVID restrictions. 

Both players currently play for UCT Men’s 1st team.  

 

 



 

10 June 2022 

U19A v Wynberg 

The derby match between SACS and Wynberg is always a highlight on 
the hockey calendar as this rivalry goes back to pre-modern memory. 
The two sides played each other in a pre-season friendly warm-up 
match, but the official match is always an eagerly contested affair. While 
the on-field contest is always passionate, the hosting of SACS by the 
Wynberg staff over the weekend was fantastic and it is good to see a 
strong camaraderie between the two schools' hockey programs.   
  
Wynberg started the match with a defensive press, the apparent aim to 
catch SACS off-guard with a counter-attack approach. This resulted in 
SACS having a lot of possession while being set the task of finding holes 
in the Wynberg defense. SACS were first to open the scoring at the end 
of the first quarter when Louis Laureys converted the first penalty corner 
of the match with an accurate drag-flick. In the third quarter, a long-
range circle entry from Thomas Stewart found Dean Carrick open who 
slotted a backhand past the Wynberg keeper. The game opened up 
more in the last quarter when SACS started finding space to move the 
ball around. A Josh Opperman midfield break saw him hatch a pass to 
Michael Royden-Turner, who expertly beat the Wynberg keeper with a 
backhand chip. 
  
The characteristic tight marking and defensive press employed by 
Wynberg restricted SACS' free-moving style of play. At the same time, 
the SACS defenders dealt well with the counter-attacks that result from 
this style of play. The patience shown by SACS in constructing the 3 - 0 
win demonstrates how far the team has come from the start of the 
season. Luke Salters was awarded Man-of-the-Match for both his stellar 
defensive work and for the positive moves he made going forward 
setting up attacking moves. 
  
Many of the SACS players now go off on provincial duty and we wish 
them all the best as they represent their province over the holidays. 

 

  



U19B 

The last game of the term is always going to be an absolute cracker of a 

derby day vs Wynberg. It’s all to play for - tight contest, lots of 

physicality, plenty emotion and bragging rights up for grabs! The derby 

day fixture is even tougher playing away at Wynberg so a massive test 

was awaiting the 2nds. The team were in good spirits and ready to get 

going. After a cagey opening 10 minutes, SACS were definitely the more 

threatening team but lacked being clinical in the final third. A shorty was 

given, and up stepped vice-captain Wayne Mandabva who slotted home 

a perfect drag-flick. 1-0 up and the momentum gained, culminating in 

Aziz-Abdul Thompson getting a penalty flick for the team, which Shuaib 

Sulaiman converted. Just before halftime, potentially goal-of-the-day 

came from Jadon Peterson with a superb solo run and a deadly 

backstick finish across the goal from a tight angle. 3-0 up at halftime! 

The team pushed hard in the second half but Wynberg did well and 

dropped deep to keep the score line at 3-0. We had some chances but 

unfortunately couldn’t put them away in the second half. 3-0 the score 

remained and another solid shift by our defenders to keep yet another 

clean sheet. Derby day win, as well as the Triple Crown. Now to keep 

level headed and to push and fight even harder next term. We are 

looking forward to all the challenges it will bring! 

 

U19C 

The U19C players were present at the match on the WBHS B astro but 
did not actually arrive for the game.  Our lethargic warm-up and 
complaints about the hot weather followed into the match with a lack-
lustre performance. 
 
WBHS third team was very average and the game was ours for the 
taking - although that is what we thought.  We had about 70% of the 
possession in the first half and entered their "D" on numerous 
occasions.  Our players thought that they could take on the WBHS 
players on their own and we did not play our passing game that worked 
so well the previous week against Paarl Gim.  Eventually Luke Hoffman 
scored but soon thereafter the opposition equalised.  The score at half 
time was 1-1. 
 



WBHS came out firing in the second half, wanting the win.  Our 
indifferent performance and lack of energy continued and WBHS scored 
the winning goal. 
 

U19D  

Derby day against Wynberg! The boys were keen for this game with 

exams coming to an end they were ready to play some thrilling hockey. 

It was a scorching day with temperatures reaching around 28 degrees. It 

felt even hotter playing in the middle of the day. I urged the boys to 

make the ball work and not run with the ball as much. This would tire out 

the opposition and help us conserve energy. Wynberg played a very 

open game with lots of running. We stuck to our structure and moved the 

ball well. The first half ended 1-0 with a goal from Cale Harrison. It was a 

dominating first half where we could have easily scored more goals. In 

the second half you could see the heat was getting to both teams as 

things slowed down a bit. However, we threw more numbers into the 

Wynberg circle and came away with another goal by Cale Harrison. The 

game ended 2-0. Special mention to our defence who worked tirelessly 

making tackles and distributing the ball well also a special mention to 

goalkeeper, Michael Mathee who made some brilliant saves and 

ensured we kept a clean sheet. A commendable effort from the boys in 

the first half of the season. 

 



U16A 

The Wynberg team started strongly, scoring a goal within the first 2 
minutes of the game. For some of the grade 8s watching from the side 
this came as a shock … the mighty SACS U16A team down in a 
game?? They were assured when told that Wynberg U14A had scored 
first last year, but then gone on to lose the game 1-10 to SACS! And so 
it proved that the lead lasted only a few minutes, with Cohen Williams 
scoring a goal for SACS following good work by Litha Kraai in midfield. 
Wynberg did their best to restrain the SACS team but further goals 
(including two from David Versfeld) who found himself, and Kevin 
Ousthuizen, being played as a defensive pressing forward, instead of 
their usual deeper defensive positions. Jo le Roux scored a pass into the 
near post and Litha Kraai scored a PC flick. Wynberg hit SACS on the 
counter in the final chukka to make the final score 5-2. It was a 
reasonably good result, but a performance that will not be remembered 
for the level of play. The team will certainly take much learning from this 
game.  

 

U16B 

We started the game off well, composed and patient in our press and 

quick on the counter-attack once we turned over possession. We 

created some early chances, but failed to execute the finishing touches 

needed to convert them into goals. Wynberg were sharp in their 

finishing, they successfully defended our Penalty Corner and hit us on 

the counter-attack and converted this chance to open the scoring in the 

5 th minute. We used this mishap as fuel and started gaining 

momentum, pressing their defenders hard on the outlet and picking up 

any loose balls we could get our sticks to. A few more chances were 

created from both teams, and we managed to convert a Penalty Corner 

through a Daniel Stenslunde drag flick, sending us into the halftime 

break tied at 1-all. 

Our second goal came off some good pressing by our forward trio and 

subsequently turning over possession and winning another penalty 

corner and Dan once more converted it off a rebound. Moments later, 

Lesedi Moletsane found a gap in their defence and took on the last line 

of defence and calmly passed the ball to Matthew Jones to tap into goal. 

Jones later added to his goal tally through some brilliant elimination 

skills, beating the centre half and going around the goalkeeper and 



tapping in our 4th goal. We continued to strangle Wynberg’s attacking 

chances and limited Jonathan Mitchell’s(GK) touches of the ball to 5. A 

good show of excellent team-work and resilience to come back from 

behind. 

U16C 

On Friday we took to the newly renamed "Astro's of Dreams", home to 
our traditional rivals Wynberg. We had prepared well during the week, 
knowing that Wynberg always arrives for this derby. The game began 
with a scintillating run from Loyiso Booi and James Fourie off the first 
whistle to gain our first D entry of the game. The scrap was well 
managed by the keeper and Wynberg were able to outlet safely. During 
the week we had trained patience among the back four, moving the ball 
around back. Wynberg did well to counter this through a full court press, 
this forced us to adapt and use the middle of the field when moving 
forward. Special mention must go to Dan du Toit and Sam Corbett for 
adapting to the press and really understanding and executing what I 
asked of them. Our forwards continued to apply huge pressure to the 
Wynberg defensive unit and due to a well organised press Tahir Kippie 
was able to intercept the ball and have a shot at goal. The attempt was 
well managed by the Wynberg keeper as he managed to make multiple 
rebound saves. After gaining multiple D entries with multiple shots on 
target, we managed to win our first penalty corner, which unfortunately, 
we couldn't convert. Once again, a well-executed press resulted in Sam 
Corbett intercepting the ball, playing a 2v1 with Tahir Kippie who fired a 
lovely pass to P spot for the goal scoring machine, Sam Corbett, to tap 
in to take the lead. Special mention must go to the defensive unit of Jono 
Walker, Oliver Winfield, Seb Smith, Tim Begg for only allowing Wynberg 
two D entries in the first half.  
We knew that Wynberg were going to come out firing in the second half, 
but the boys were fired up and ready for the challenge. A quick counter 
attack from SACS led to a beautiful deflection ball into the D from Ryan 
Peters which rebounded off the keeper straight to our captain, James 
Fourie who neatly put the ball in the net to double our lead. SACS 
continued in thier ways, gaining multiple D entries, multiple shots on 
target but unfortunately struggled to convert. We eventually won the first 
penalty corner of the half which James Fourie managed to sneak past 
the keeper to take the score to 3 - 0. 
The rest of the half continued in this fashion with SACS holding the 
majority of the possession and playing quality hockey, only allowing 
Wynberg one D entry in the second half, a massive defensive effort from 
the boys. The game ended with a 3 - 0 win for SACS. The first half of the 



season was a successful one with the boys having played 8 games, won 
6, drew 1, lost 1. We also achieved a triple crown, beating all three of 
our southern suburbs rivals, namely Bishops, Rondebosch and 
Wynberg. 
 
There have been huge improvements in the quality of hockey being 
played by the boys so far this season and I look forward to the second 
half where we will continue to go from strength to strength. 

 

U16D 

On Saturday the 11th of June, the u16D boys took on Wynberg in the 
final fixture for the first half of the season. 
 
With the fixture being the final run around for a while, the boys were 
super excited to get out and perform again, and to continue the 
momentum from the previous weeks. The game started much the same 
as before with SACS having lots of the possession. We created a lot of 
chances for ourselves but battled to put any of them away until Tom 
Boutall struck a great front stick from the top of the short corner to give 
SACS the lead.  
 
From this point onwards in the first half, the flood gates opened and lots 
of space was made available for our boys to exploit. We did so very 
nicely which lead to goals from Hlumelo Siswana, through a great far 
post deflection, Sam Pringle with a great receive and first time hit, 
James Prins with a crucial tap in and Tom Boutall with another good 
front stick. 
 
The second half was much quieter as the damage had already been 
done and we slipped into a bit of a slow tempo. However, through 
brilliant keeping work from Lorenzo Virissimo, he kept a clean sheet for 
the side. Liam George managed to find the back of the net to put the 
icing on the cake and the match finished at 6-0 to SACS. 
 
A fantastic first half to the season with so much improvement and loads 
to look forward to leading into the second half!!  



 

Victorious U16D team with coach Nathan Ansell 

U16E  

The U16E side didn’t have a game as Wynberg don’t have as much 
depth in this age group.  

 

U15A 

On Friday, our U15 boys faced Wynberg at home, and produced the 

best game of hockey we have played so far, and capped off the end of 

the first half of the season with a 4-0 win. From the outset of the game, 

we managed to control the temp and play the game at our pace. Our 

back 3 of Brett, Finlay and Van Lierop controlled the ball, moving their 

strikers this way and that and managed to transfer the ball through the 

press and give our midfielders plenty of joy. Liam Cawood and Jack 

Collet passed the ball well, defended well and won the midfield battle. 

Aadam, as versatile as ever, went from left back into the midfield and 

played great. Tyler Pressly was a menace up front, continuously turning 

the ball over in the press and creating goal scoring opportunities. 



Nicholas Thompson made some crucial saves to keep a well-deserved 

clean sheet. Our first goal came from some brilliant pressing from Jack 

Parsons, who turned the ball over, won a short corner and we calmly 

finished it. Our next goal came from some brilliant play down our right, 

Matthew Carrick continued his fine from and set up Vlietman for an easy 

tap in. Unfortunately, when the roles were reversed and it was Vlietman 

with the ball and SACS had a 3 vs the goalkeeper situation, Vlietman 

could not return the favour, deciding it would be best to slap the ball out 

across the baseline. We created many good chances. Jack Collet threw 

an overhead across the half the field to Jack Parsons who narrowly 

missed, Finlay Reid beat a couple of players and played a perfectly 

timed back hand sweep into the path of Vlietman who forced a save out 

of the goalkeeper. Our third goal came from yet another penalty corner. 

Jack Collet flicked it, Pressly deflected it and Aadam finished it at the far 

post. Aadam was at it yet again with our fourth, where our press once 

again turned the ball over, Aadam received the ball, pulls the goalkeeper 

and slots it into an empty net to cap off what was a wonderful 

performance. Hopefully we can build on this momentum and continue 

our good from next term! 

 

U14A 

There was a confidence in the team that suggested the players knew 

they had been training hard throughout the term and that they felt 

prepared for what Wynberg could bring to the match. It was an end to 

end game to start with, both teams having chances, with Wynberg 

having probably more entries to the SACS circle than SACS had. 

However, as the rhythm of the game settled, the SACS forwards of 

Logan Walsh, Josh Goulding, Matthew Faria and Jack Armitage were 

able to refine their angles in defence and SACS started to turn the ball 

over on a regular basis to set up good counter attack opportunities. As 

the half grew on SACS created many opportunities for goals, but were 

wasteful in front of the goals, sometimes looking to score with power 

over placement.  

The second half continued in the same way. Many opportunities but 

unfortunately only 1 further chance converted. The final score was 3-0 

SACS. This pleased me considering the 1-1 draw from the pre-season 



game these two teams had. Perhaps the team’s confidence was 

justified!   

U14B 

The U14B's will be disappointed to concede such a late goal to lose 2-1 
to a Wynberg side that played to their strengths. We had plenty of 
opportunities, including 7 short corners to Wynberg's 1! A lesson 
somewhere in those statistics! If we had not turned into opposition and 
had stronger passing, we would have won comfortably! I cannot fault the 
passion and desire in the team particularly after we were 1-0 down. We 
played our best hockey to draw level through Robert Anderson.    
 
SACS hockey is a marathon not a sprint. What a wonderful challenge for 
our boys to play well next term. After beating Rondebosch comfortably, 
we lost by a goal against Wynberg and Bishops. If we learn the lessons 
and continue the great work Mr Kraai is doing, whether it is next term or 
next season, the future of SACS hockey is bright. Results are not 
everything, if you leave everything on the field and continue to keep 
learning, SACS hockey can be proud of this group's development. 
 

14C  
A first Wynberg derby for many of the boys. After defeating RBHS and 
Bishops earlier in the season, they were keen to take the triple crown 
this term. We could not ask for a better setting of Friday night lights.  
The game started with Wynberg showing great composure on the ball, 
moving the ball well around the back and into the midfield. The SACS 
boys struggled to match Wynberg in the first 10 minutes. Wynberg got 
rewarded for their dominance and made it 1-0 with a great shot on goal. 
SACS boys grew into the game but mostly played on the counter attack. 
After a great run, Ntush fired a spectacular shot into the roof of the net 
after pulling the ball on his back stick. The Wynberg keeper stood no 
chance. 1-1 going into the second half. SACS’ defenders and Connor 
Russell, our keeper, were having a fantastic game. Their efforts kept the 
score level.  Another well-constructed counter attack from SACS left 
Ntush with a one on one with the Wynberg keeper. He calmly rounded 
the keeper to make it 2-1 to SACS. An excellent effort in defence by 
SACS left us a chance to seal the game. Yassin, after being left 
unmarked, tapped in the ball to make it 3-1 to SACS. A fantastic 
game with high intensity and physicality. 
Well done U14C on taking the triple crown this term. We go again next 
term! 

 



 

U14D 

 

Throughout the term we have seen massive improvements from the 

boys with a handful of boys playing hockey for the first ever this year and 

this is what makes Friday's win against our derby rivals so special. The 

game was a tough fought battle with a very high intensity to it. Robert 

Boyes really controlled the centre of the field with great hands and some 

crucial tackles. Sacs walked away 2-1 victors after a very back and forth 

game ending the season on a high with 3 wins in 3. 

 

  



SACS host SACS Old Boys 

It was such a pleasure to welcome so many recent Old Boys back to 

SACS. Four teams played against the school in good spirited yet close 

matches in terms of the score.  

 

What pleased me tremendously was the number of players who have 

continued to play beyond school, joining clubs to play weekend hockey 

in the WP Men’s’ leagues. Some are playing in a more ‘social’ setting 

than others, but it is a real testament to the programme that we have at 

SACS that players will continue to play the game of hockey beyond 

school. In the first team game there were 8 GC League (WP top mens’ 

league) players from old boys, and 6 MGR players (WP 2nd league). If 

SACS con produce hockey players that want to continue to play after 

school, and at a high level, then we really do have a successful hockey 

programme and that was shown here.  

 



The first team game was full of quality. With the SACS first team being 

strong this year, and the aforementioned strength from the old boys, it 

was a real spectacle. I think the school boys may not have been 

expecting such high pressure from the old boys and as such they 

struggled to keep position for sustained periods. A delight was the 

Royden-Turner brothers having their own 1v1 battle, with Mike seeking 

out older brother James on the pitch. Tom van Gysen, Mpumi Mathebe 

and Nick McKechnie scored for the old boys. 

 



 

The learning that the SACS school boys will have from a game like this 

huge and something that will only make them stronger in term 3.  

RESULTS: 

U19A v OB A: OBs won 4-0;   

U19B v OB B: OBs won 2-1 

U19C v OB C: drew 3-3 

U19D v OB D: draw 1-1 



 

SACS OB 4th team 



 

SACS U19C and OB 3rd team 

 

 

 

 



 

SACS U19B and OB 2nd team 

 

We look forward to hosting the old boys again in the first week of 

September.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We start off next term with a full fixture block again Paarl Boys’ High on 

Friday / Saturday 29/30 July. 

During that week the first team will play in the Cape Town International 

Festival. We will be playing our U17 team in the U18 tournament in order 

for the matrics to concentrate on their academics, as well as to expose 

some of the younger SACS players to first team level hockey.  







 


